
INTERCHANGEABLE 
STEEL
... A NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE FRAME GEOMETRY UTILIZING 

8 NEW PILLA ZEISS COLORTRAST LENS FILTRATIONS

500
SERIES

COLORTRAST TECHNOLOGY



560SERIES
The 560 is a perfect piece of equipment for the shooting enthusiast. This exciting new platform molded from
high grade stainless steel benefits from years of frame design experience. The frame provides a completely 
unobstructed sight picture and a perfectly balanced frame geometry that reduces perceived weight. The 
frame in fact is a mere 1.25oz.  This feather weight design provides all day comfort. The 560 integrates the
Pilla signature “fork” temple tip made of a high performance rubber called Megol. The “fork” tip is easily 
adjusted by bending the tips to contour the shooters head. When properly adjusted the weight of the nose 

bridge is almost completely erased. The nose assembly of the 560 borrows from 
the minimalistic approach of the Pilla VIVX collection. This tiny nose is not seen 
by the shooter especially when looking at a sever angle through the middle of the 
mask. Each nose has two silicone soft rubber pads to provide additional comfort. 

TEMPLE DESIGN: PILLA FORK TEMPLES
LENS WRAP: 6 BASE MASK

COATINGS: PILLA ZEISS HYDROLIO FRONT AND BACK
WEIGHT: 1.25oz

LENS KITS: HIGHT LIGHT KIT, LOW LIGHT KIT
LENS ACCESSORIES: 40CP  (COLOR TRAST PURPLE), 85CY (COLORTRAST YELLOW)
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PILLA FORK SYSTEM
This proprietary design is fully adjustable. The temple tips have 
high performance rubber over the top of a bendable inner core. 
Both teeth of the fork and be independently adjusted to contour 
the head.



560SERIES

CERTIFIED TO BE OPTICALLY CORRECT BY ZEISS:
EVERY LENS IS MARKED WITH A “Z” TO CERTIFY THE LENS HAS BEEN INSPECTED AND HAS 
PASSED THE ZEISS STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE. IF IT DOESN’T HAVE A “Z” ITS NOT A ZEISS 
LENS. PERIOD. 

InvERTEd SnAP TEch 
The 560 uses the same patented snap tech 
technology from our Panther X platform but 
attaches to the inside of the front bar.

“X” SYSTEM nOSE BRIdGE
A minimalistic nose bridge to reduce any interference 
of the sight picture. Made of hardened steel and fit 
with super soft silicone nose pads.

SPECIAL KIM RHODE EDITION



580SERIES
The 580 is a fully optimized interchangeable dual lens system.  This new frame geometry is designed for both the serious 
clay shooter as well as the sportsman in the field.  Unique to this design is a visual experience not found in any dual lens 
frame styles. The nose architecture is built to sit on the face reducing the eyes perceptive awareness of the nose. So when 
the shooter is looking across the bridge there is basically no interference. The frame is like a feather weighing just 1 ounce.  
The 580 integrates the same Pilla signature “fork” temple tip found in the 560 which is made of a high performance rubber 
called “Megol”.  The 580 integrates a new lens anchoring system using “Shadow Boxing” on the lens edges. This open box 

design anchors the lenses and provides an extremely 
simple method of un-hooking the lens from the frame. 

TEMPLE DESIGN: PILLA FORK TEMPLES
LENS WRAP: 8 BASE DUAL LENS

COATINGS: PILLA ZEISS HYDROLIO FRONT AND BACK
WEIGHT: 1.0 oz

LENS KITS: HIGHT LIGHT KIT, LOW LIGHT KIT
LENS ACCESSORIES: 40CP  (COLORTRAST PURPLE), 85CY (COLORTRAST YELLOW)
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580SERIES

ShAdOW BOX AnchORS
The lens is edged to create a slot that is placed into the frame 
at the nose and then the temple. The entire frame assembly 
acts like a big spring to hold the lens. The 580 lenses change 
extremely easy with minimal pressure. This new system al-
lows for quick changing of the 580 lenses to maximize the full 
compliment of the 8 new colortrast filtrations.

Shadow Box Anchors

Ultra Soft Silicone 
Nose Pads

SPECIAL KIM RHODE EDITION
Rx AvAILABLE In ALL LEnS FILTRATIOnS

cORREcTIvE RESTRIcTIOnS- cALL FOR dETAILS
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ZEISS AUTHENTICITY: 
IF IT DOESN’T SAY ZEISS 

IT’S NOT ZEISS.






